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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – Curtain Panels 

How to Add a Banded Edge with Lining Behind –  Bonus Lesson 

In order to prevent the back side of a banded edge from fading in sunlight, you can sew the 

banding with this procedure to have lining behind – and no fading.  A bonus is that this 

procedure is easier than with the standard leading edge banding. 

1. Complete your panel to the point of hemming front fabric and lining, aligned normally 

but without trimming the lining side edges.  We will add the band with side edges un-

hemmed and raw edges aligned (after trimming away selvage).  Fold down the header in 

the same way as usual and press to secure.  (Include buckram in the folds if using 

buckram.)   

2. Cut a banding strip the finished width plus one inch and 3 inches longer than finished 

panel length.  Press both edges the banding to the back side at ½ inch. 

3. Pin banding to the side edge of panel fabric and lining aligned flush, with front side of 

banding facing the lining.  Allow 1-1/2 inches of extra banding to extend at each end of 

the panel. 

4. Stitch (with ½-inch seam allowance) all three layers together along the side edge from 

the upper end to the lower end.  Press seam allowance toward banding.  Pressing in this 

way eases the fold so the panel fabric tucks neatly behind the banding. 

5. Fold the banding onto the top of the front fabric and press along the seam to smooth it 

from any puckering the stitching may have caused.  Pin along the length of the banding 

to hold it against the panel as you stitch.  Leave ends open for now. 

6. Top-stitch both edges of the banding with a small stitch length and very close to the 

edge (about 1/16 of an inch if you can manage it).   

7. Press banding again.  Fold banding ends to the inside, capturing seam allowances behind 

the flap you tuck under.  At the bottom end, tuck a drapery weight inside and catch the 

fabric edge with your closure stitches.  Hand stitch the enclosure at both ends of panel, 

taking note to hide the panel fabric from view along that edge.  (You can machine stitch 

if preferred.)  Done!  Wasn’t that easy? 
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A second way of adding the banded edge is to press all four sides of the banding under at ½ 

inch, place it on top of the panel at the side edge, and top-stitch all four sides.  In this 

procedure, you would need to sew the side hems in place before sewing the banding onto 

the front side of the panel, which means the side hems would fade in the sun.  Your choice, 

just another option, but I think the first procedure gives a neater and cleaner result. 


